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Angels for Higher makes
Successful Presentations to the
Chicago Cubs, White Sox and

Bears!!!
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Thank you Trinity Memorial Lutheran
Church for Hosting our Meeting with the

Down Syndrome Association of
Northwest Indiana & Chicagoland!



We pre-qualified five candidates who, together with their parents, we felt were

ready, willing and able to take on the challenges if working as Greeters at

Chicago sports venues. There was also a great Valentine's Day dance

afterwards!

We met with Cubs' executives at
Legendary Wrigley Field!



The next day we made a successful presentation to Cubs' executives, and so

they were looking forward to interviewing all our candidates the following

morning. We had hoped and prayed they would hire at least one Greeter, but

they ended up hiring all five! The mother of one of the candidates said she

knows her son's grandparents (life-long Cubs fans) are in Heaven "rejoicing in

the presence of the angels of God!" (Luke 15:10) 

We made a presentation to White Sox
executives at Guaranteed Rate Field!



We had a successful meeting with the White Sox! They were very interested

but wanted to wait until after Opening Day to conduct interviews. That works

out great because it will give us time to recruit additional candidates.

 

We met with Bears' executives at
Soldier Field! 



The Bears' executives might have been even more interested in our program

than the other two Chicago teams! They're really looking forward to interviewing

our candidates when we come back later in July when NFL teams typically do

their hiring. 



"...each time I leave, Chicago is, tugging my sleeve..."

Prayers, Donations, and Volunteers
Needed to Help Angels for Higher
Implement our Program at many

more Athletic Venues! 

Angels for Higher Greeters use their jobs as pulpits from which to joyfully

proclaim God's message that every human being is incredibly precious,

infinitely valuable, and eternally significant in His sight. 

 

Will you help us advance the pro-life message that only Angels for Higher

Greeters can bring to sports venues and the people in their surrounding

communities?

Donate Now

https://priorityliving.givingfuel.com/angels-for-higher
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